
1. All-connected components (A refinement of Ason - Movel's
theorem (

[Balwe-Hogadi-Sawant]

Theorem 1:I'e Shuris (Smr) < APP Shrars(Sma)
SIFI sheaf of Al-chain connected components

Then:

· ((F): =(imS" (E) is All invariant
N

COU]-

for F, thenovel'sconjecture, "TrueDocxis
All-invariatin



Theorem 2:A proper scheme over 4

L finitely generated field extension of a

Then, for every positive integer n:

S(x)/specCL1) =SX) (Spec(21)

As a consequence:

S(x) (Spec(1)) -> 1.*YX) (specI11(
-

Asol - Movel 2.1.3 (XItype + 1 In separable)



Recall:

Sections ofS(E):
pV,, PV2:VxaV ->D

He Smy,

SFCcel = Se FCUlyenite,Nissentin Iafter restriction to a Nisnevich

cover of VuV.

⑤
-U *SIFI

V d

que 4
i

74 S

W > vxuX >V 7 I'
Nish PV1



⑦ h =(h., . . .
,
hn) -> FCWXA) s.t

55 (hiti) =5 (hil 1 i = n- 1

To(h) =yp.s, ,Chnl=y'Pres.
Il 11

To,J:W - WIAl pris/w pres/W
was (W,)

Remark:

· If in, to are Al-chain homotopic, they map to the same
element of SCII(U).

↑

· If to, tzeF'(U) sit they map to the same element in SCF)(U)

then Ive settell and tell oneAll-chain homotopic.



The description ofsections of SCF) applied to Al' gives

rise to All-ghost homotopies:

Det":Fe Shrwis (Smil, HeSmm. An Aghost

homotopy consist of:

Hi =(V Aln, W = Uxan, 4,hw(
Nish

Nisc
Cover

cover

· he F(V) ( =hiv -F)

· h" is an Al-chain homotopy connecting:



Pre h
W , VXAMV E V >I

3

PVz

Zemma*: Let I sheet over Sma, then SIF):SF)

E) F u smooth Henselian local, ift, tze F(U)

are ghost - homotopic then they are Al-chain

homotopic.



⑫F: Isheat over Smn, I is said almost proper if

AP1) FU smooth irred variety of dime and
S: x-5, then 7a smooth projective,

is e ---> birrational and 5:-I'

that "extendss on points":

I'
·Sc
-

45
joinSIn*----

I

Spec(k() > I C ·It Jovox =SIyX
Xx

↳largest ien suloscheme



AP2) U smooth, irreducible curve over a, el open
Subscheme ofU and S2, S2:n+F

St sile=s2 lyn then sewose.

I

S,44se
speck), i' U

Fx



Lemma:I'almost proper sheaf on Sma

u smooth curve over 4.

x:Specckl UK-rational point.

n=x - 2x4 open sclscheme of a

and
If 7,9:x -15st flu 9/n are Al-chain homotopic

arethen 1*x All-chain homotopic.

Roof:"Francois talk", Lemma 3.7 IBHS]



Lemma:I almost proper =>> SCE) is also almost proper.
-
-

-

Proof:"(AP2) a smooth, irreducible curve over , all open
subscheme ofU and S2, S2:n+F

St sile= s2 lyn then sewose.
-

>

Let us smooth irred curve over K, u= opscheme
and Se, S2:1-> S(F) sot sile=Sell

W. I.0.9 we may assume u-l' consist ofa

single closed point 2and suppose also x is

rational (modulo base changel. X:Special -> U.
we need to prove that 500x=s20x.



We know 4:-> SCF) "epimorphism. So

= 2 13 1 Nisnevich covering sit stop, seo

liftto F' 7 7,9:c-1F s.t

pof =s,o
I "I' 40g =Scop
I Id

C's U SCE
.... ins



p is completely decomposed ofXsi x: Speckr -4
lifts to C.via co: SpecCul-> D.

poCo = X.

ir

Ifwe manage to prove thatfoco and go co

are All-chain htpic, we've done!

I "I'

610X =S,opoCo =4070Co I Id

= Do go co ⑪ us SCE

=Se0 poCs "... Ix
spec(K)

=SeoX I



a can be taken tobe a curve (Why?) (Ok! by dim
reasons and

pefale
er rte).

You know sla= I'

9 -

Fv ->,c-

↓ ↓P ↓P
⑪

e - U iS(F)
⑮

-pullback!-
C Nisnevich such thatI

amand 909 is chain



homotopic
-

Consider E function field ofC together
9with 2: specC) ->F'. Finee v- >

is Nisnevich you can lift I to V so that

for and you are All-chain htpic.

IC DSit Fe and 91are

Al-chain hepic. (Lemma 3.7), by Lemma you

conclude thatfoco and goo are All-chain

htpic.
S



AP1) FU smooth irred variety of dime and -

·Sc

S: x-5, then 7a smooth projective, ---- Is soils. Styl*

is e ---> birrational and 5: -F' Spec(k() > s C ·It r

Xx i
that "extendss on points": ↳largest open suloscheme

suppose a smooth, irred variety dim-2 and

S:x+S(5)

Since 4:5'-SCF) is an epi, Ip:vel sit
j

- ↓

V -> th IS(E)P
Nis
-

sop lift to 5'. I u'el sit on also



lift to F, say +:u'-F'. So

- is smooth projective, i: u ---> i birational

/
E: i -I'

(that"extends - on points" (.

Let us"largest open sclscheme ofus sit i is

represented by 11:2"- (Recall

Foirota)



him:Nis the section you're looking for.

We have i:1---I rational, let us largest
open suloschem of a sit c:U ---> i is rep

by":e-is you have n"=U"

wantto show Exe 2":(5)
I

poEo:"oX = s/ull"X



If xeu"= U"l, you know:

Foi" ox =HyoX

Go Eovox =potly"oX
=

S/yxor = s0X

Iftell- U". U" us open dense in 1

7 5:D x u'll locally closed immersion

J(D) contains xand intersects es
"



I generic point ofD, J(z) => u" and
[I

use last case.
E



inovem Ialmost proper sheat, then for any field

extension1 of a

S(F) (Speck) =S"(E) (Speck) Fn=1.

Prof:Assume K =k (buse change) bylast lemma
it suffices to show

S(F) (special) =S, FY)
(Spec(k)

SIE) -4 S(F)



Idea"take x,y sit map to same thing in s
=>x =

y
I

Let x, y =S(F(specck) and suppose

h: Ak ->S(F) sit h(0) =X
h(1) =Y

IE
↓
I

us x Air1 SCE)

I u open in Alland his 4-E



such thathim = b0n

Since I is almost proper by (APT) (relative to
-

his find proj, bir, a section over pros)

7I:Mc F' extending non points

means if
is aAl cPi
-

i

then F x=l Toiox =hox



use this to the generic point ofus to get u'open
sclscheme ofMe s.t

i =no: le
="'lu'In

take 4 = =polAn:Al->S(E)

and nlu=(donlain) (n =4.The
= 40h'lell
=hel

C



By CAR2) => I wok

h(0) =x =(Pot)(0:1)
h(x) =y

=(805) (1:1)

x and y are images under 4 of Al-htpic
morphism speccrl - F by def of

X =Y.
A



corollary:I almost proper sheet then

S(F)(SpecK) - St. (specK) for

any KIk finitely generated. In particular
this holds for X proper, finite type over a

Recall

S(F(K) Is ((F)(K)
④I -
j



F-((F) uniquely
factors

E



It. Movel's conjectures for non-uniruled surfaces

conjecture 1:(Movel) & simplicial sheaf, then

ST.ACX) is All-invarrant.

conjecture 2: *smooth scheme over 4, the natural

epimorphism
f(X) <5.A(X) is an iso.

Goal:conjectures 1 and I hold for non-uniruled
surfaces over n. -



Zemma*: Let I sheet over Sma, then SIF):SF)
- hold

*

(dime 20)
E) F u smooth Henselian local, ift, tze F(U)

Idea:
are ghost -homotopy, then they are Al-chain

homotopic.

A reduction to 1-dimensional schemes.

Def:A scheme over K, f:Y X is a IPfiloration

it tis smooth, proper and *xEX, f(x) is a

rational curve.

Lemma: E, B varieties over a

it:E B smooth, projective over a

FoeB, iTCl) =Eb isomorphic to IP!

Then it is an etale locally trivial fiber bundle.



Proposition & reduced, separated, proper and 1-dim
over K. Then

&

SCX) = S(X).
A

Im X proper, mowindsurface overO
K then S(x) =SX)

a


